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Lessons 1–3 

Life at a Pond 

Prepare 
Throughout this module, students explore how plants and animals use their body parts to survive. Lesson 

1 introduces students to the module anchor phenomenon: a pond environment. Students read Over and 

Under the Pond by Kate Messner and Christopher Silas Neal (2017) to identify some plants and animals 

found in a pond environment and begin to generate questions about what can live in and around a pond. 

In Lesson 2, students make close observations about pond plants and pond animals to notice the pattern 

that all plants and animals have body parts, but the body parts of plants and animals differ in many ways. 

Students use these observations to generate questions about pond plants and pond animals on a driving 

question board, which will guide student exploration throughout the module. In Lesson 3, students draw 

models of pond plants and pond animals before capturing their learning in an anchor model that shows 

various plants and animals that live in a pond environment. Students update the anchor model 

throughout the module to reflect their growing knowledge of pond plants and pond animals.  

Student Learning 

Knowledge Statement 

All plants and animals have external parts. 

Concept 1: Body Parts 

Focus Question 

How do plants and animals use their body parts 

to survive in their environment? 

Phenomenon Question 

How are pond plants similar to and different from 

pond animals?  
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Objectives 

• Lesson 1: Observe the many different plants and animals found in a pond environment. 

• Lesson 2: Observe and sort photographs to identify patterns in plant and animal body parts.  

• Lesson 3: Begin a class model to show how plants and animals survive in a pond environment.  

Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills Addressed 

2.2A Ask questions about organisms, objects, and events during observations and 

investigations. (Introduced) 

2.3C Identify what a scientist is and explore what different scientists do. (Introduced) 

2.10A Observe, record, and compare how the physical characteristics and behaviors of 

animals help them meet their basic needs. (Introduced) 

2.10B Observe, record, and compare how the physical characteristics of plants help them 

meet their basic needs such as stems carry water throughout the plant. (Introduced) 

English Language Proficiency Standards Addressed 

3E  Share information in cooperative learning interactions. 

4A  Learn relationships between sounds and letters of the English language and decode 

(sound out) words using a combination of skills such as recognizing sound-letter 

relationships and identifying cognates, affixes, roots, and base words. 

4C Develop basic sight vocabulary, derive meaning of environmental print, and 

comprehend English vocabulary and language structures used routinely in written 

classroom materials. 
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Materials  

 Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 

Student Science Logbook (Lesson 1 Activity Guide) ●   

Body part cards (1 set per group)  ●  

Science Logbook (Lesson 3 Activity Guide)   ● 

Teacher Pond Environment Photograph (Lesson 1 Resource A) ●   

Over and Under the Pond (Messner and Neal 2017) ●   

Fish Magic (Lesson 1 Resource B) ●   

Class plant and animal chart: chart paper (1 sheet), glue or tape, marker (1), color copy 
of each photograph in Lesson 2 Resource A (1), scissors (1) 

 ●  

Class plant and animal body part chart: body part cards (1 set), chart paper (1 sheet), 
glue or tape, marker (1) 

 ●  

Leaf Drawing (Lesson 3 Resource)   ● 

Preparation Identify a large, open outdoor area (e.g., sports field, school lawn) to take students to 
during the Lesson 1 Launch. 

●   

Prepare class plant and animal chart. (See Lesson 2 Resource A.)  ●  

Prepare body part cards. (See Lesson 2 Resource B.)  ●  
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Lesson 1 
Objective: Observe the many different plants and animals found in a pond environment. 

Launch  15 minutes  
Tell students to bring their Science Logbooks and writing implements with them and take students outside 

to the large, open area identified during lesson preparation.  Then explain that when they walk through 

an area, they may not notice all that is going on around them; if they stop and look closely, what they 

notice may surprise them.  

Ask students to observe their surroundings and draw in their Science Logbooks (Lesson 1 Activity Guide) 

anything they see.  After a few minutes, ask students to share their drawings and to describe what 

they drew.  

Sample student responses:  

 I drew the playground.  

 I drew other students playing on the field. 

Next, ask students to focus their attention on any plants and animals they drew. Have students share 

what they observed.  

Sample student responses:  

 I drew the trees behind the school building.  

 I drew a bird in the grass.  

Agenda 

Launch (15 minutes) 

Learn (13 minutes) 

 Discuss Pond Environments (4 minutes) 

 Make Observations through Reading  

(9 minutes) 

Land (7 minutes) 

Teacher Note 

Each school building provides students with 
different opportunities to observe the 
natural world. Support students by choosing 
a location where they can most easily 
observe plants and animals.  

If space outside the building is unavailable, 
consider taking photographs of an area close 
to the school that has plants and animals. 
Photographs should include plants and 
animals that live above and below the 
surface of a local environment. 

English Language Development 

Students will encounter the terms observe, 
observation, environment, and soil 
throughout the module. Sharing the Spanish 
cognates for observe (observer), observation 
(observación), and soil (suelo) may be helpful 
(4A). 

Consider using synonyms for the terms 
observe (see, notice, hear) and soil (dirt). It 
may help to scoop dirt to illustrate the term 
soil or point at surroundings to illustrate the 
term environment.  
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Tell students that their drawings show part of the environment around the school. Point out that 

students’ drawings only show parts of the environment above the surface of the ground. Tell students 

that there is more going on than what they can see above the surface, and prompt them to lift up a rock 

or dig up a scoop of soil to look closely below the surface. 

 

►  What did you observe below the surface? 

 I saw a lot of bugs in the soil. 

 I saw ants moving around when I lifted a rock.  

Build on student responses to explain that students may discover more about the plants and animals in an 

environment by making close observations. Then take students back to the classroom.  

Learn  13 minutes  

Discuss Pond Environments (4 minutes) 

Remind students of several observations they made while they looked at different parts of the 

environment around the school. Tell them they will now imagine that they are visiting and observing a 

new environment.  

Display the photograph of a pond environment (Lesson 1 Resource A).  

Safety Note 

This activity poses potential hazards. To minimize the risk, review these safety measures and look for 
evidence that students are following them (2.1A): 

• Do not touch any insects while making observations.  

• Wash hands immediately when back inside, especially after handling soil. 
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Tell students that the photograph shows a pond environment. Explain that a pond is a small area of water 

surrounded by land.  

 

Tell students that a pond environment refers to the pond, the land around the pond, and the plants and 

animals that live in and around the pond.  Invite several students to share their experiences with pond 

environments.  

Sample student responses: 

 I saw a movie where people go fishing in a pond.  

 There’s a pond in the park by my house. 

► What do you think you might observe above and below the surface of the water in a pond 

environment?  

 I think I would observe a lot of plants above the water.  

English Language Development 

Introduce the term pond explicitly.  

• Pronounce pond and have students repeat it.  

• Provide a student-friendly explanation, such as “a small lake.” 

After introducing pond and other important terms, provide scaffolds for English learners as they use the 
terms when speaking, writing, and investigating. For more information, see the English Language 
Development section of the Implementation Guide (4A). 

Teacher Note 

If necessary, clarify that plants and animals 
in a pond environment may live in the pond 
(on or below the water) or around the pond 
(on the land surrounding the water).  
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 I might observe fish if I looked under the water.  

► How can we learn more about pond environments? 

 We can go visit a pond and look around. 

 Maybe we can find a book that tells us more about ponds. 

Tell students that they will listen to a book about a specific pond environment.  

Make Observations through Reading (9 minutes) 

Introduce Over and Under the Pond by Kate Messner and Christopher Silas Neal and explain to students 

that the author, Kate Messner, wrote the book and the artist, Christopher Silas Neal, drew the illustrations 

based on close observations of Barnum Pond in the Adirondack Mountains.    

  

Read aloud pages 1 through 33 while displaying the illustrations on each page. As students listen, have 

them use a nonverbal signal each time they hear a plant or animal mentioned in the book.   

After reading, invite students to share which plants and animals they saw or heard about in the text, and 

add their responses to a class chart.  

Sample class chart: 

Pond Plants Pond Animals 

 Water lilies  

 Reeds 

 Cattails 

 Grass 

 Pine trees 

 Trout  

 Turtles 

 Frogs 

 Crayfish  

 Moose 

 Whirligig beetles 

Teacher Note 

Over and Under the Pond does not have page numbers. Consider writing small page numbers in the text 
or using sticky tabs to mark pages where readings begin throughout the module. 

Teacher Note 

The Adirondack Mountains are in New York. 
Consider showing students the location of 
the Adirondack Mountains on a map of the 
United States.  

Extension 

Consider referring to the last section of the 
book, “About the Animals,” to provide 
students with additional information about 
the pond animals the book features. 

Teacher Note 

Over and Under the Pond initially describes 
water lilies as lily pads. Explain to students 
that a lily pad is one part of a water lily 
plant.  

Differentiation 

Consider adding drawings to the chart to 
support student understanding (4C). 

Teacher Note 

In some regions of the United States, 
crayfish are more commonly known as 
crawfish. For consistency with Over and 
Under the Pond, this module uses crayfish 
throughout.  

Content Area Connection: English 

During the reading of Over and Under the 
Pond, consider having students practice 
distinguishing between the information the 
illustrations provide and the information the 
text provides. Reread a two-page spread, 
and allow students a moment to study the 
illustration. Then call on volunteers to 
identify information about pond plants and 
pond animals that is in the illustrations but is 
not in the text. 
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 Beavers 

 Goldfinches 

Referring to the chart, point out that many plants and animals live in a pond environment.  

► Where in a pond environment do you think these plants and animals live?  

 I think the water lilies live in the pond.  

 I’ve seen turtles in water and on land, so I’m not sure where they live.  

 Moose don’t live in the pond. They live on the land around the pond.  

Highlight student responses that describe plants and animals living in different areas of a pond 

environment. Then choose one animal from the class chart that spends most of its time on the land 

around the pond, such as a moose, and choose one animal that spends most or all of its time in the pond, 

such as a trout.  

► Why do you think these two animals live in different areas of the pond environment?  

 A moose has legs, so it can walk and live on land. 

 A trout has fins to swim, so it lives in the water.  

Acknowledge any mention of differences between the animals.  

► Can you think of anything that is the same about the two animals? 

 A trout and a moose both have eyes. 

 They both have a mouth. 

Acknowledge any similarities between the two animals. Then tell students that in the next lesson, they 

will think more about similarities and differences between plants and animals that live in a pond 

environment. Introduce the Phenomenon Question How are pond plants similar to and different from 

pond animals?   

Teacher Note 

To help students engage in the discussion, 
consider displaying the pages in Over and 
Under the Pond that depict the two chosen 
animals.  

English Language Development 

Students will encounter the words similar 
and different throughout the module. 
Sharing the Spanish cognates for similar 
(similar) and different (diferente) may be 
helpful. Consider sharing the meaning of the 
words in an alternate context by displaying 
two classroom objects (e.g., a pencil and a 
marker) and asking questions such as these 
(4A):  

• What is similar about these two objects?  

• What is different?  

As students participate in this discussion, 
English learners may benefit from scaffolding 
in the form of sentence frames such as 
these:  

• Pond plants are different from pond 
animals because           .  

• Pond plants are similar to pond animals 
because they both           . 
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Land  7 minutes  
Display the painting Fish Magic by Paul Klee (Lesson 1 Resource B). Ask students to spend a few moments 

looking closely at the painting.  

 

► What do you observe in the painting?  

 I see fish, people, and plants in the painting.  

 I see a clock in the middle of the painting.  

Explain that observations sometimes spark questions.  

► What questions do you have after observing the painting? 

 I wonder why all these things are in the same place.  

 What place does this painting show? 

Draw attention to any questions related to why people, fish, and plants are all shown in the same 

environment. Remind students that they saw people, fish, and plants in Over and Under the Pond, which 

represents Barnum Pond, an environment found in nature.  

► Do you think Fish Magic shows an environment found in nature? Why or why not? 

 No, because people cannot live underwater. 

 Maybe, because lots of different plants and animals live in a pond environment.  

Check for Understanding 

Students ask questions based on their 
observations to find out more information 
about the painting. The practice of asking 
questions is intrinsically tied to observation. 
Ensure that students are asking questions 
that relate to their observations about the 
painting. Students sometimes think of 
questions as signs of confusion. Consider 
ways to foster student pride in the powerful 
practice of questioning in science.  
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Acknowledge all student responses and explain that closely observing and asking questions about the 

painting help students learn more about it. Tell students that scientists make observations and ask 

questions about the world to learn more about nature. Then reveal to students that they will act like 

scientists as they closely observe pond plants and pond animals and ask questions to learn more about 

these plants and animals throughout the module.  

Optional Homework 

Students closely observe the environment around their home. Through their observations, students 

generate a list or drawings of local plants and animals. 
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